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_U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 4
Attention: -- Document Control Desk

,

Washington, DC 20555 g
!

Subject: -Emergency Pian Change Review; Information for
,

Centlemen: ;

-This letter : is written in response to your letter dated March 16,. 1990 in f

which you discussed your review of Revision 11 to the Emergency Plan for
Cooper . Nuclear Station. Revision 11 was submitted in our letter dated ~

'

iSeptember 19, 1989. 1
1

During your , review of . the Plan you identified nine instances whereby our
revised Epergency Action Level (EAL) Initiating Events appear to have-either:-

", 1) altered in a nonconservative direction our previotis initiating events. or-
_

'2) deleted some initiating event specified in; the prior" revision and NUREG = J
h 0654. . You requested further~information regarding these instances in order to
,

continue your review of the changes. ;
y ,

LThe intent 1in revising the emergency classification scheue was to improve ,

consistency | and clarity. In doing so we believe that the effectiveness of i

plan implementation was enhanced. Clarification of the initiating conditions: J

- listed-in the attachment to your March 16, 1990 letter follow in the order.as-
77

|: listed. j

L

:!i RESPONSE

l. The previous NOUE EAL for exceeding RETS limits was split into two.'
<

initiating event EALs; one _ initiating event for liquid releases ,

(1.1.1) and one for gaseous releases (1.1.2). The gaseous release EAL
| is established as the HIGH alarm on the gaseous. effluent monitor which
h is directly related to the RETS limits.' We believe this- is - a ' more

p eifective EAL for the operators to use. 1j
i-

j 2. The changes to the river levels at which a NOUE is declared were an
[ attempt to bring these ~ levels into uniformity with other. NPPD.

documents and to provide for a gradation of emergency classifications
consistent with the description of the emergency classes found in

'

NUREG 0654. Specifically, the 899' (high)-level in Revision 11 is thel

f level in the USAR for Cooper Station for the flood of record, 1952.
L Emergency Procedure 5.1.3, Flood, establishes required actions at -

| 895', 897', 899', and at 902'. It is at the 902' level that this .i
!
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plant procedure, and Technical Specifications, require that a shutdown
from power be= initiated. 899' was chosen to more accurately reflect
the-requirement of NUREG 0654.

Emergency Procedure 5.1.4, Low Water, contains more than one low water
level at which actions are required. The low water level for entry
into this procedure is 868'. The body of the procedure then refers
the operator to the EAL Classification procedare. The previous NOUE
level of 870' was inconsistent with this procedure. Thus the low
level of 867' for the EAL was selected to logically follow the
Emergency Procedure entry level condition of 868' and still be
conservative with' respect to the plant shutdown required by procedure
-for low-river water level of 865'.

3. The change made to this EAL was the addition of the words "when cold
shutdown is. required". The intent of this change is to provide
clarity for the operator as to the applicability of this EAL. It is

the intent of the revised EAL that an ALERT HQI be declared due to the
loss of ability to bring or maintain the plant into a cold shutdown
condition, unless cold shutdown were required. NPPD believes that an
ALERT condition 11 warranted if cold shutdown were required and could
not be provided. During conditions where a specific' system, or picco
of equipment, prevents a cold shutdown condition, but such a condition
is not required, NPPD believes that Technical Specification Limiting
- Condition. of Operation (LCO) statements and required actions provide
adequate levels of safety and protection apart from any emergency
declaration.

~

4. NPPD revised this EAL- to clarify for the operators . the conditions at
which a . fire causes- an escalation of emergency class. This is in
keeping with the intent of NUREG 0654 to provide a gradation of both
classification and response.

A fire which exceeds the short-term capabilities of the on site fire
fighting ~ teams (which is the initiating condition for the declaration
of a NOUE) has the potential of affecting a single safety system.
NPPD considers this to be included in the NOUE declaration. In order
to defino at what point a fire causes an escalation to the ALERT-
emergency classification, NPPD has taken the position that when a fire
has the potential to cause degradation to stoff, than 2ne safety system,
an ALERT must be declared, or a NOUE eacalated to an ALERT. -Both the
ALERT initiating condition from NUREG 0654 and the EAL from Ravision
10 use the words " safety systems". This always meant that a plurality
(more than one) system was potentially affected.

NPPD believes the revision to the ALERT fire EAL is one of
clarification, not one which changed the way, or time when,
classification would be made.
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5. River level was discussed in item number 2 above. To be consistent
with the rationale expressed therein, the ALERT EAL initiating
conditions for low river water level was revised to 865' which !

coincides.with the low river level limit requiring a plant shutdown by.
procedure. The ALERT EAL initiating condition for high river water
level remains at 902' which coincides with the Technical Specification ;-

shutdown limit for high river water level. (
!

6. The purpose of this change was to provide clarity for the operator as- 4

to the applicability of-this EAL. It is the intent of the revised EAL
that a Site Area Emergency HQI be declared due to: the loss of . ability.
to bring or maintain the plant into a hot shutdown condition, unless

|= this condition were required. NPPD believes that this ability need
only be required when the plant is at Power, in Hot Standby, or in Hot
Shutdown. Revision 11, therefore, was not intended to be a change in
the rationale of when a SAE would be declared, but- rather -a
clarification for operations personnel pertaining to applicability as i

it relates to modes of operation.

7. This item is an extension of item 4. The reason for this change was
to provide more clarity for the operator in determining the !

appropriate conditions for the escalation of a fire related emergency
to a Site Area Emergency. -)

i

The intent of the inclusion of words " multiple" and "when they are
required to be operable" in this EAL was to avoid the declaration of a .

ISite Area Emergency due to the involvement of more ' than one safety
system E (due,to the current mode of operation) those safety systems
were not required. For example, if a fire ' involved the two safety
systems HPCI and ADS, EI the plant was in cold shutdown, NPPD does t

not feel that a SAE declaration is appropriate, and in this instance i

would declare an ALERT. If, on the other hand, these same two systems-
were disabled by a fire at Power or other Hot condition, then a SAE .['would be warranted.

?

L - NPPD considers that the revision to this EAL is in keeping with the (
intent of the Site Area Emergency classification description from

'

NUREC 0654, Appendix 1.

8. The revision to this EAL was purely editorial in nature with no change
in its interpretation or application intended.

9. The- Revision 10 EAL regarding " steam line break outside containment
without isolation" has been completely subsumed in EAL 2.3.3 Revisien
11, " Loss of any two cf three fission product barriers". A main steam
line break outsido containment, without isolation, would meet this
criteria, and thus be declared as a Site Area Emergency under EAL
2.3.3.

P
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Please contact my office should you have further questions regarding - this -j
matter.- I

Sincerely,
r

e .' . ..-Trevors I

Division Manager
;Nuc1 car Support

I

/rg !

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regulatory Office - Region IV

i
.

NRC Resident Inspector ;j
Cooper Nuclear Station j
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